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Use the space below to describe the student teacher's performance and make recommendations. If the class involves a
lesson, the following may be noted: learnerso outcomes, activating strategies, acquiring strategies, applying strategies,
assessment strategies, and management strategies. If the class does not involve a regular lesson, note how this class fits in
the larger plan, how the student teacher is facilitating achievement of outcomes during this class, and how organizational,

and other skills are demonstrated

Anna has been observing and assisting in a challenging grade I I Biology class of 27 students, one of whom has an
assistant. This introductory lesson to a unit entitled "Circulatory Project" began with an overview of the week's work
on the project wherein the students will meet cumicular outcomes related to investigation of a disease and personal
lifestyle choice causes, analysis of data collection, identification of patterns in the data, and communication of
information to their audience. An oral, whole-class activity focused students' attention on a five-minute video about
artereosclerosis, provided as an example of a disease, followed by a brief discussion of their information which they
were to have jotted down on a "What I Learned" worksheet. During this interaction, Anna had to deal with several
disruptions ranging from student chatter and costume displays to stafflexecutive interruption for spirit week prizes. In
our de-briefing conversation, we talked about more effective ways of managing this portion of the lesson so that
Anna would have more of the class's attention. Elevated voice level with clearer enunciation, a firmer approach with
the attention-seekers, more efficient use of the video and worksheet, and more direct but fewer questions from her
would provide a better learning opportunity. She brought students back on task by reviewing with them a well-
designed "Awareness Presentation" handout, emphasizing the project choices available; responding to questions,
especially about assessment; identifing members of each group; and allowing time within the groups for
organization of the work. Before moving to computer work, Anna gave clear directions on time limits for this class
and her expectations for what needed to be done for the next day. Both visual and verbal ways of learning were
involved during this time.
The students were then given the opportunity to work in their groups in the computer lab with Anna moving around
the room, assisting with information gathering, reminders about citing sources, and keeping an eye on group
productivity. She was able to assess students' progress, always turning the responsibility back to the student but being
ready to help with the information they were gathering. Later, Anna talked about her satisfaction at seeing how well
the students worked in the lab both independently and helping each other when necessary. She kept students aware of
the time they had on the computer and provided for a few minutes back in the classroom for closure: reminders of the
expectation regarding homework and the homework check that would happen next class. Assessment would include
the check, the presentation, and Anna's daily observations of group work.
Throughout the lesson, Anna maintained a calm manner and kept the lesson moving forward. Her obvious command
of the content of the biology curriculum and extensive knowledge about using technology for information are a
model for students to follow. They recognize that she knows what she is talking about and do not hesitate to ask for
help In her words of address to the students, Anna needs to be more aware of using o'grade I I's" or just "you" instead
of the slangy, exclusive "you guys". Disruptions or distractions that affect everyone's learning opportunities need
eflective attention, particularly in a class where management is more of a challenge.
In reflecting on the lesson, Anna liked the organization of the unit, the video used as an example, the students'
effective use of lab time. She talked about being aware of a diversity of abilities from one class to another. Despite
the challenges, Anna did a good job with this well-planned lesson!
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Us. the spa* below to describe the student teacher's performance and make recommendations. If the class involves a

lesson, the following may be noted: learners, outcomes, activating strategies, acquiring strategies, applying strategies,

assessment strategies, and management strategies. If the class does not involve a regular lesson, note how this class fits in

the larger plan, how the student teacher is facilitating achievement of outcomes during this class, and how organizational,

ent. and other skills are being demonstrated

Anna has been working with a grade 9 Science class of 27 students, most of whom are conscientious and motivated to

do well. Within this unit on understanding the properties of substances, today's lesson outcomes are a thorough

review for a test and an experiment to determine indicators of chemical change. Anna first reminded them about

handing in the lab from the previous lesson and moved on to a quick whole-class activity focusing students' attention

on a question on the white board about the indicators of chemical change, an introduction to the test review.

Responses to the question were somewhat hard to hear but Anna did a good job of repeating what was said'

reminding studenti to listen, and moving on quickly to the next activity. In our de-briefing conversation, we talked

about the continuing challenge of ways to avoid talking over their voiceso striking a balance in strategies between

gentleness and angei! Preparation for the test included a list of the test questions, a review of a previous worksheet, a

ctrect< on what should be in their notes, and a Bingo game. Anna's excellent preparation of visual reminders, clear

directions, and a two-sided sheet for Bingo indicates her strength in planning and organization. During the teacher-

directed activities, Anna's voice was louder with these leamers and she walked around the class more as she talked.

Friendly competition , a prize, and a skill-testing question kept students engaged in the Bingo game We agreed that

students ur" going to neid to hear the definitions more than once; therefore, it is advisable to say they will be repeated

once or twice. Students will know they do have to listen. Before moving to the lab portion of the lesson, Anna gave

clear directions on safety measures, procedures for efficiency, and table groupings with students numbering

themselves for tasks. She stressed the necessary orderliness in doing the lab together and following her direction on

recording observations for this formal lab report.

The studints were then given the opportunity to acquire rnore knowledge about chemical and physical changes as

they worked through the steps in ths lab. Anna gave specific directions, moved from group to group' and asked

questions about what they were seeing. Her responses to their questions indicated her thorough knowledge of the

zubject matter. She was ubl" to assessstudents'progress, always turning the responsibility back to the studenl (*Are

yo,i rur" it didn't tum black?") but being ready io help with the information they were gathering and cautioning them

about safety procedures: (You're not supposed to smell things unless I give you permission!-). Later, Anna talked

about her quick adaptation of her plan for the apparatus, knowing the change would work more smoothly' She kept

moving foiward eff:rciently with the steps of the lab, gave clear directions for clean-up, and provided for a few

minute-s for lab group completion of the booklet questions. Anna's expectation for their handing in the booklet and

reminders about the test provided closure to the lesson. Assessment would include the lab report, the test results, and

Anna's daily observations.
Throughoui the lesson, Anna's manner was encouraging and positive. She dealt calmly with an overly talkative

studeni, who apologized after several cautions, and a brief hand-wrestling episode, without disruption to the rest of
the class. Transitions during the lesson were smooth and well-organized with no time wasted. Arxra is working hard

to address students as "grade 9's"and still needs to find ways to avoid trying to talk over their chatter.

The curiosity of the stuJents, excitement as they reviewed during Bingo, the well-planned steps of the lab, and the

quieter class time to complete the questions are all indicators of a very productive lesson. Good work, Anna!
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